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Introduction 

 

As economy transits towards industry 4.0, 

the expected changes will have impacts on 

companies of all sizes and branches. Small 

and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

aggregated are the main industrial 

contributors in many countries and 

economies (Li et al., 2016). As SMEs were 

identified as the least benefiting from 
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With upcoming new smart technologies, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) have 
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supply chains (Vaaland and Heide, 2007), 

these companies struggle to keep up with 

the rising requirements. However, industry 

4.0 should have the potential to open 

markets and opportunities for SMEs 

(Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016) by 

decreasing transaction costs and applying 

new technologies (Catalini and Gans, 

2020). 

 

While SMEs are estimated to be able to 

reduce transaction costs and adapt to new 

technologies fast, research has shown that 

SMEs usually react in the opposite way. 

SMEs are hesitant to introduce new 

technologies (Vaaland and Heide, 2007) 

due to the cost involved representing huge 

investments compared to the overall 

revenues of the companies (Sevinc, Gür and 

Eren, 2018). Studies show that the least 

expensive technologies are those that SMEs 

tend to stick to (Moeuf et al., 2017). The 

room for error is smaller compared to the 

possibilities that Large Enterprises (LEs) 

have. Beside finances, studies also 

identified skills and expertise to be missing 

in SMEs (Moeuf et al., 2016), as many 

systems proved out to be too costly and too 

complex (Cullinan, Sutton and Arnold, 

2010). 

 

SMEs are struggling to keep up with the 

pace of the competition, as suggested by 

studies from the 1990s and the 2000s. The 

implementation of the Toyota Production 

System (TPS) (Moeuf et al., 2016) and of 

MRP (McGarrie, 1998; Petroni, 2002) 

already represented sharp hurdles for 

these companies. While the mentioned 

studies are of older date already, it must be 

said that recent studies also confirmed the 

hesitant behavior of SMEs to implement 

new technologies. Small start-ups are 

known to be highly flexible, targeting 

shares in the market, existing SMEs 

struggle to maintain their position by 

hesitating to implement innovations. 

 

Research on the investment of SMEs into 

new technologies show that it is still a 

pending topic today. Also, in the case of 

industry 4.0, SMEs are hesitant to 

implement it due to the big investment and 

the possible related risk for the company 

(Valdez et al., 2015). Research from Finland 

has shown that the important key to the 

success of internationalized SMEs lies in 

targeting a niche or in following key 

customers abroad. Research has also 

shown that fast internationalization 

allowed for high growth rates, while 

gradual internationalization showed only 

moderate improvements (Kuivalainen, 

Saarenketo and Puumalainen, 2012). On 

the other hand, it was also found out that 

highly-uncertain environments provide a 

framework for successful start-ups, 

including high growth rates and a future 

market-leadership (Deeds, 2001). 

 

Present SMEs seem to search for 

partnership and expertise to conquer the 

challenges of industry 4.0 (Türkes et al., 

2019), once they understand the benefits of 

the implementation (Baritto et al., 2020). 

With financial and technical resources on a 

low level (Mittal et al., 2018), research 

showed that even maturity models for 

industry 4.0 may need an additional level, 

as an entry level for SMEs (Mittal et al., 

2018). While research done at a university 

laboratory in Austria identified the crucial 

steps and their priorities during the 

implementation (Karre et al., 2017), SMEs 

might not even be in the position to work 

off the steps required, with industry 4.0 

being sensitive to the qualifications and 

skills of the companies (Benešova and 

Tupa, 2017). 

Studies assume that the benefits from 

introducing industry 4.0 frameworks are 

far greater than their costs (Ghobakhloo, 

2018). By developing Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICT), SMEs 

shall make their first step to target industry 

4.0, being able to vertically integrate 

suppliers and customers (Kolla, Minufekr 

and Plapper, 2019). While industry 4.0 is 

expected to change the rules of competition 

(Kagermann, 2015), it is the opportunity 

for SMEs to catch up with the big players. 

Using the Internet of Things (IoT) allows 

companies to synchronize analogue and 

digital processes (Huber and Kaiser, 2015) 

to raise the standard of their own 

production. 

 

SMEs' challenges and opportunities from 

the fourth industrial revolution are 

manifold. Previous research suggests that 
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SMEs are facing other challenges than LEs, 

making it difficult for them to adapt to new 

technologies. This case study aims to have 

a look on one SME from the Czech Republic, 

analyzing its concrete steps to implement 

industry 4.0.  

Literature Review 

Studies showed that SMEs are known to be 

weak players in supply chains (Vaaland 

and Heide, 2007), while industry 4.0 

promises high potentials for those 

companies with less than 250 employees 

(definition by the European Commission 

(2003)). Comparing the characteristics of 

SMEs to large Multinational Enterprises 

(MNEs), Mittal et al. (2018) found 

seventeen features concerning differences 

in resources and skills.  

SMEs are, by the number of enterprises, the 

major group in many economies (Li et al., 

2016). In Germany, the percentage is as 

high as 99.6% (Bär, Herbert-Hansen and 

Khalid, 2018). Thus, it is of great 

importance for these economies not to lose 

these companies during the economic 

transition towards industry 4.0. Research 

also showed that SMEs require particular 

training to be able to exploit the benefits 

from industry 4.0 (Faller and Feldmüller, 

2015). A second study from Germany 

published in the same year found that 

German SMEs were aware of the need to 

transit towards industry 4.0; however, a 

majority of companies was only showing a 

small movement (Sommer, 2015) to 

include IoT into their organization (Müller, 

2019). 

 

A research from Norway on SMEs 

concluded that strategic planning and IT 

management are not significantly required 

for e-business. However, IT-business 

process integration, and systems- and 

infrastructure-associated features should 

be significantly crucial requirements 

(Eikebrokk and Olsen, 2007). IT is an 

important tool, as industry 4.0 relies on 

cyber-physical processes and networks 

(Köroglu, 2015). The further evolution in 

IoT will also require companies not to 

come to a standstill, but rather to foster a 

stable environment for evolution (Abdel 

Basset et al., 2019). All new technologies 

need to be integrated into the organization 

(Ghobakhloo and Fathi, 2019). 

 

Research suggests that for smaller 

companies, the start for digitization should 

be made gradually, suggesting to develop  

lean-digitized manufacturing systems 

(Ghobakhloo and Fathi, 2019). Another 

approach suggested by German 

researchers was to cooperate with other, 

more knowledgeable companies. The study 

found out that SMEs were not yet ready for 

cooperation, as they did not understand 

their roles and the business model behind 

them (Müller, R. et al., 2017). Moreover, 

while companies rated IoT to be of low 

complexity, they also rated it to be of low 

importance for their business and 

economic welfare (Masood and Sonntag, 

2020). There is a theoretical belief that 

with the change in the manufacturing 

framework, the organizational framework 

has to change as well (Hirsch Kreinsen, 

2016).  

An Indian research suggested that SMEs 

were under pressure and motivation from 

their customers to change (Kumar, Somgj 

and Dwivedi, 2020). This spreading effect 

was also waited for in Denmark, where a 

survey found that the diminishing barriers 

for SMEs to introduce industry 4.0 would 

not directly lead to an implementation of it 

(Stentoft et al., 2019). Further research 

conducted in Italy found that SMEs with a 

lean organization were better able to 

introduce industry 4.0 (Cimini et al., 2020), 

while in 2019, about 20% of all medium-

sized companies should have already taken 

steps towards its introduction 

(Mediobanca-Unioncamere, 2019). Such 

companies were able to enforce 

automation while finding difficulties in 

higher adequate personnel (Garbellano and 

Rosário Da Veiga, 2019).  

An Indian study suggested entrepreneurial-

oriented SMEs to be the fastest in adapting 

to new technologies (Sahi, Gupta and 

Cheng, 2020). In order to provide a 

simplified introduction to industry 4.0 for 

SMEs, the framework should allow for 
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partial integration and extension, making 

use of the internal resources (Dassisti et al., 

2019). However, companies were still  in 

the phase of finding strategic approaches 

for the introduction, rather than doing 

hasty steps (Pirola, Cimini and Pinto, 

2019). In order to support SMEs, 

governments and organizations, e.g. in 

Taiwan, decided to establish financial 

incentives to give and develop new 

motivations to invest in industry 4.0 (Lin, 

Shyu and Ding, 2017). This crucially 

requires  that SMEs have to be prepared to 

receive the support (Santos, Charrua-

Santos and Lima, 2018). 

Since many SMEs are working as part of a 

supply chain, it is important for those 

companies to stick to their suppliers and 

customers. To make use of the supply 

chain, SMEs need to internalize the trickle-

down effects (Smit et al., 2016). However, 

Piccarozzi et al. claim that the benefits of 

industry 4.0 were overestimated in the 

researches done, as is common for new 

technologies (Piccarozzi, Aquilani and 

Gatti, 2018). While some companies in Italy 

implemented industry 4.0 in a rush 

“learning by doing”,  authors suggest that 

SMEs should have a proper plan on the 

implementation, from the technical, 

financial, and production point of view 

(Majeed and Rupasinghe, 2017). Industry 

4.0 is understood as a development of a 

new competitive framework through 

horizontal integration (Brettel et al., 2014). 

 

Applying a stage model, research found 

four levels of implementation of industry 

4.0 for SMEs, beginning as Craft 

manufacturers, to a preliminary stage of 

scanning the market, to Industry 4.0 users 

for parts of their work, and finally to Full-

scale adopters in the whole company 

(Müller, Buliga and Voigt, 2018). This also 

corresponds to findings of a three-stage 

model that begins with level 1 of the 

aforementioned four levels (Ganzarain and 

Errasti, 2016). For companies to overcome 

the first step, industry 4.0 requires higher 

flexibility and higher customization (Torn 

and Vaneker, 2019). The striving for 

implementing this framework itself 

incorporates a change in the organizational 

structure of the company as well (Shin, 

2017). 

It should be taken into account that several 

researches touched the issue of industry 

4.0-maturity, implementation and business 

models of industry 4.0  and for SMEs as 

well (Theorin et al., 2017). While different 

companies have a different approach and 

different names (Nouvelle France 

Industrielle, Fabbrica Intelligente, Made in 

China 2025) for their industry 4.0-

initiatives, further research led to the same 

research questions, issues and open topics 

(Trotta and Garengo, 2018). Hence, SMEs 

all around the world are struggling to 

incorporate the required principles and 

technologies, with their information 

systems and technologies being 

fragmented and only rudimentary 

integrated (Ingaldi and Ulewicz, 2019). The 

missing integrative culture may present a 

hurdle for those enterprises that do not 

have technical expertise. 

SMEs have a limited scope of products and 

production possibilities (Ingaldi and 

Ulewicz, 2019) and with limited space for 

error. A potential way to face that challenge 

is the industry 4.0 laboratory, called the 

Learning Factory, in which research is 

conducted, to acquire additional 

understanding and knowledge (Erol et al., 

2016). To acquire knowledge, learning 

factories and the relationship of 

manufacturing and education provide 

frameworks for the introduction of 

principles, taking into account the missing 

expertise and human skills in SMEs 

(Elbestawi et al., 2018; Paravizo et al., 

2018). However, transferring ideas and 

expertise from a laboratory environment to 

manufacturing companies is still a 

challenge (Prinz, Kreimeier and 

Kuhlenkötter, 2017). New approaches that 

are tightly-related to learning factories 

target gamification and game-based 

learning (Paravizo et al., 2018). 

While supply chains are usually 

understood as a cooperation of differently-

sized companies, research suggested that 

with industry 4.0, supply chains of only 

small-sized companies should also be 

possible (Chen, 2019). These companies 
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showed lack of skills, such as methodology 

and social competencies (Quattrociocchi et 

al., 2018). Research on two SMEs from 

Sweden showed that these companies were 

working in a digitized environment but did 

not make use of this digitization in 

production (Li, Fast-Berglund and Paulin, 

2019). Overcoming this step to introduce 

industry 4.0 in the company, should benefit 

departments and processes likewise 

(Müller, J. et al., 2017). Studies conducted 

in 2018 suggested that particularly 

manufacturing processes would be suitable 

for automation and industry 4.0 (Buer, 

Strandhagen and Chan, 2018; Müller, 

Buliga and Voigt, 2018). 

With SMEs checking, approving, and 

processing drawings manually, a smart 

shop floor application may change the 

nature of the company's production from 

manual to digitized (Müller, R. et al., 2017). 

However, several case studies have shown 

that even the decision for more digitalized 

production has not led to the required 

results. This is due to the fact that operator 

skills make intelligent operators for smart 

companies (Marešova et al., 2018). 

Companies and industries that were known 

for higher quantities of unskilled workforce 

were also getting into the focus of research 

(Rahman et al., 2020). However, the 

question about balancing environmental, 

social, and technical impacts was still 

unanswered (Nwaiwu et al., 2020). 

 

Research published in 2019 showed that 

beside the skills of its workforce, there is 

also a question about supporting industry 

4.0 by the management (Agostini and 

Nosella, 2019). Concerning the IT security, 

SMEs are lacking the possibilities and skills 

to react to cyber-attacks (Radanliev et al., 

2019). As such, SMEs are considered to be 

a threat for themselves and also for other 

companies in linked and integrated supply 

chains. The program Made-in-China 2025, 

governed by the Chinese state, educated 

thousands of young graduates for the 

development of these technologies (Li, 

2018). Fostering a culture of collaborative 

behavior and making use of spill-over 

effects from suppliers and customers is not 

yet present in these companies 

(Camarinha-Matos, Fornasiero and 

Afsarmanesh, 2017). Tools invented for 

LEs may need to be downsized in order to 

fit SMEs. Approaches were already made in 

research (Brozzi et al., 2018). 

 

However, a study from Norway came to the 

conclusion that SMEs did not consider 

information systems to be a vital part of 

their daily business (Vaaland and Heide, 

2007). As industry 4.0 technologies are 

also applicable to work with data of 

machines and production devices (Hu et al., 

2019), the outlook to implement IoT into 

the company makes it feasible to think 

about the security of data and the whole 

system. Hence, skilled personnel is not only 

required on the shop floor, but it will also 

be needed in later stages in the IT security 

department (Keenan and Alice, 2017; Ye et 

al., 2018). As found out for other areas, the 

IT security in SMEs awaits a cost increase 

once implementing industry 4.0 (Wong et 

al., 2020). 

Beside the cost, it is anticipated that the 

management functions also transform. The 

impact of industry 4.0 on the management 

seemed to frighten the middle management 

in such a way, that it ought to take a 

defensive and rejecting response. Beside 

the disadvantages compared with MNEs, 

SMEs were assumed to have a less complex 

and bureaucratic ballast, and fewer 

obstacles in technical and cooperation 

topics (Horvath and Szabó, 2019). Industry 

4.0 is assumed to change many, if not all, 

existing rules and habits (Porter and 

Heppelmann, 2014). This inhibits not only 

challenges, but also new opportunities. 

Companies and their managers have to 

focus on being ready to introduce industry 

4.0 whenever required (Kiel et al., 2017; 

Nagy et al., 2018). 

SMEs were expected by the research to be 

in a weak position in supply chains and in 

the availability level of financial, technical, 

and manufacturing resources. On the other 

hand, SMEs were seen as being less 

complex and having less bureaucratic 

ballast, making them flexible. The IoT 

should give them the opportunity to catch 

up and to make use of channels and 

resources that are far hidden for them. 
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While SMEs have to decide and outweigh 

whether and when to invest into industry 

4.0, this decision involves costs and 

benefits. Initiatives from governments all 

over the world have the target to facilitate 

the development of SMEs, trying to give 

incentives to invest into smart technologies 

and industry 4.0. However, the decision is 

made by companies with wide 

implications, making it invisible for 

managers and researchers. 

Methodology 

This research paper aims to have a look on 

the implementation of an industry 4.0 

concept in an SME in the Czech Republic. 

For the definition of the concept and the 

measures taken, the SME itself defined the 

concept and its goals. The concept was 

introduced with the financial constraints 

faced by SMEs. In order to evaluate the 

success of the implementation, it was 

decided to apply a questionnaire asking for 

the perception of company internals. The 

perception of company internals was 

measured based on a Likert scale and was 

evaluated based on the average values of 

the perceptions. The perceptions of the 

personnel were asked for after the initial 

investment in the industry 4.0 project was 

understood as finished. The following case 

study presents an understanding on the 

lessons learned, as well as on the basic 

conception taken in order to achieve a 

successful industry 4.0 project for SMEs. 

The initial plan of implementing the 

concept should be enlarged by including 

the items that the personnel of the 

company evaluated as missing. As for 

SMEs, the challenges inhibit constraints of 

knowledge, technology, and human and 

financial resources.  

Object of Study 

The company under study belonged to the 

group of SMEs in the Czech Republic. In the 

beginning of the project, the company 

employed 55 employees of all levels. Due to 

the economic boom in the Czech Republic 

in the following years, the headcount of the 

company during its evaluation was 68 

employees. According to the classification 

given by the EU, the company transited 

from a small to a medium-sized enterprise 

in the recent years (European Commission, 

2003) during its first approach of 

implementing industry 4.0. The company 

was specialized in the field of aluminum 

and metal machining.  

The company manufacturing employed a 

total of 32 workers, of which there were 

one manager responsible for operations, 

one secretary, and two shifts with one shift 

leader and fourteen workers. Production 

was done based on customer drawings and  

customer processes. For the machining, the 

company disposed of three and five axis 

CNC machines. These machines were not 

linked to the company's tailor-made 

information system. The shop floor was 

still managed with accompanying papers 

rather than with technology, such as 

barcodes or RFID. The accompanying 

welding shop was working exclusively with 

manual welding, allowing for manual 

welding errors which further influenced 

factors in the welding process.  

Research 

This paper covers the initial findings of the 

case study. It was designed to describe the 

first steps of an SME in the Czech Republic 

in the transition towards industry 4.0. The 

steps and the results are presented in table 

2 and table 3. Without going into deeper 

details, the evaluation of the first transition 

project of the company was conducted as a 

self-evaluation. The self-evaluation was 

given as plain text by the operations 

manager giving the status of the project. A 

research questionnaire was applied in 

order to evaluate the individual 

perceptions of the company’s employees 

and managers on the different stages of the 

transition process. In order to do so, the 

different stages were defined in the 

concept of the project. While including 

already gathered additional information, in 

the first step, the company assesses the 

perception of the company’s employees in 

a questionnaire after the project ends.  
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Research Questionnaire 

While the research questionnaire only 

asked for the perception of employees of 

the company on each individual phase, 

there is only one factor contributing to the 

perception index. This factor was derived 

as the average value of the given 

perceptions for each individual stage, 

which was taken as a measure of success. 

Hence, each employee of the company, 

regardless of his/her profession, 

specialization, and standing, had to fill in 

and hand in the questionnaire. The rating 

was done based on a Likert scale that 

allowed a rating for each particular stage 

with the minimum scale value of 1 and a 

maximum scale value of 5. It was 

anticipated that the mean value of the 

interval was the awaited value for a neutral 

position. Significantly lower perception 

indices would show a negative rating of the 

stage, while significantly higher values 

showed a positive rating.  

A second part of the questionnaire 

conducted focused on the issues 

experienced by the company during the 

project, in particular the issues that 

brought the whole project to an end. In 

order to reduce the selection, in the first 

round, all company employees were 

allowed to give a suggestion of an issue on 

their own. The suggestions were then 

presented to all participants. In the second 

round, the employees had to give their 

ratings for their perceptions of the most 

significant issue. Each employee had three 

anonymous votes. These votes were 

counted at the end of the vote and the 

absolute number of the votes was counted 

for each issue. The four issues with the 

highest number of votes are shown in table 

3 and are seen as the most significant 

issues the company identified in its 

approach towards industry 4.0 after the 

first analysis. 

Statistical Analysis 

For the first part of the analysis, the results 

from the Likert scale were analyzed 

according to their statistical significance. 

With the sample means and Standard 

Deviations (SD), a two-sided Student’s T-

test was applied. This T-test was designed 

as a one sample T-test with a significance 

level of p < 0.05. The anticipated neutral 

value for each stage was set to 3, being the 

mean value of the Likert scale assessment 

possibilities.  

For a normal distribution of the sample, a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied  

with a significance level of p < 0.05. This 

means that the sample would be shifted if 

the following T-test had to reject the H0 

hypothesis. This H0 hypothesis assumed no 

shift in the mean value. Based on the mean 

values and the corresponding standard 

deviations, the T-test was conducted for 

the perception given by the employees on 

all five stages.  

Concept 

The company decided to use a concept of 

gradual introduction and implementation 

of the given items. The conceptual 

framework was developed by the company 

with support from graduate students from 

a Czech university. Due to the constraints 

faced by the company and the low level of 

interconnectivity available, the company 

focused on the basic steps of the 

introduction. With financial support from 

the European funds, the company decided 

to take a step towards industry 4.0. While 

MNE topics might be more complex, the 

mentioned SME focused on the basic 

connection of the company's information 

system with the shop floor (table 1). The 

time frame of the implementation was set 

to four years. 
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Table 1: Items of introduction of industry 4.0 during case study (own proceedings) 

 

# Item Description 

1 Robot welding cell Installation of robot welding cell 

Operator training 

Maintenance training 

2 Implementation of Advanced 

Planning Systems (APS) 

No manual planning 

Planning based on computer 

algorithm 

3 Enlargement of ERP system ERP system including APS, RFID 

reading modules, and 

automatic part manipulation 

4 RFID reading Introduction of RFID reader 

Labelling & re-labelling 

5 Automatic part manipulation - 

intercompany 

Manipulation devices (e.g. belts) 

that bring parts from one station 

to another based on ERP data 

6 Supply chain data flow 

connectivity 

Introduce EDI for data flow in the 

ERP system 

 

The company focused on a gradual 

implementation of the items, beginning 

with the tangible part of them. In a first 

step, the robot welding cell should be 

introduced in order to replace manual 

welding by an automated welding process. 

Awaiting a boost in availability and 

productivity, this robot welding cell should 

also be able to store the welding parameter 

set for different products by direct 

exchange with the company's database. 

The implementation into the company's 

database should be done in a third phase 

with the enlargement of the ERP system. 

Prior to that, an Advanced Planning System 

(APS) should be implemented, being able 

to operatively plan orders, maintenance, 

and further blocks. The data from the APS 

had also to be linked with the ERP system.  

 

With the included APS and welding cell 

data, the company targeted installing 

automatic code readers that would 

automatically log in and log out a certain 

order or a certain machine status. Further, 

it should be used to log in and log out 

components in the warehouse. In a further 

step, the intra-operational logistics should 

be automatized in order to allow for an 

automated flow of goods and products in 

the plant. In a last step, the company 

planned to connect its systems to a first 

supply chain, exchanging data directly 

through an Electronic Data Interface (EDI). 

 

Results 

 

The results were taken after a pre-set 

period of four years. It was planned to have 

all activities implemented and working 

after this time period. A first observation 

made after these four years was that the 

company was not able to implement all of 

its goals during the four-year period. The 

company was able to complete points 1 to 

4 within 45 months. Activity 5 and 6 had 

not been implemented by the time of the 

evaluation. Taking into account the revised 

plans of the company, it was doubtful 

whether activity 5 and 6 were to be 

realized in the nearer future. The strategic 

planning of the company changed its 

priorities in these four years that it did not 

see further benefits in the pending 

activities.  

 

Another outcome of the study, beside the 

mapped goals, was the perception of the 

employees in production. This perception 

was rated on a Likert scale with a minimum 

value of 1 and a maximum value of 5. This 

was to be an initial measure on how 

successful the implementation of industry 

4.0 principles was for the employees of the 
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company. As the targets of the company 

had not been met, the employees, however, 

rated the transition mostly in a positive 

manner. For activity 4, the company 

decided to change its targets by replacing 

RFID readers with barcode readers. Instead 

of RFID, information is provided on an 

information tag as a printed label (table 2).  

 

Table 2: Results of implementation goals in the case study (own proceedings) 

 

# Item Actual status Perception 

index 

T-test value  / 

T-test value 

crit. 

1 Robot welding 

cell 

Finished, 

completed 20% 

over budget 

35% idle 

4.2 2.00 < 7.31 

2  Implementati

on of 

Advanced 

Planning 

Systems (APS) 

APS system 

introduced 

15 months 

delay 

3.7 2.00 < 4.07 

3 Enlargement 

of ERP system 

ERP system 

welding cell and 

APS data 

10 months 

delay 

4.4 2.00 < 10.51 

4 RFID reading Re-planned 

with barcode 

readers 

30% cost 

savings 

4.2 2.00 < 6.64 

5 Automatic 

part 

manipulation - 

intercompany 

On hold 2.3 2.00 < |-3.31| 

6 Supply chain 

data flow 

connectivity 

On hold 1.5 2.00 < |-9.50| 

 

As shown in table 2, Student’s T-test values 

show a significant shift of the normal 

distribution of the perception for all six 

phases. While the first four stages received 

a significantly positive evaluation by the 

company employees, the last two stages 

received a significantly negative evaluation. 

The deviation was assessed relatively to a 

normal distribution with the expected 

value being the mean value of the Likert 

scale equaling 3. On a significance level of p 

< 0.05, the H0 hypothesis had to be rejected 

suggesting that the employees appreciated 

the first four stages, thinking that the 

company is not yet capable of going into 

these areas.  

 

In addition to the perception on the 

different items, the questionnaire applied 

also asked the employees about their 

biggest issues experienced during the 

project of implementation. Each employee 

was asked to provide three issues. Table 3 

lists the four most-frequently obtained 

answers. 
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Table 3: Biggest issue list (own proceedings) 

 

# Issue Quantity 

1 Time frame not real 24 

2  Accompanying requirements 

neglected during planning 

20 

3 Missing expertise caused 

misunderstanding of internal 

skills 

14 

4 Essence of industry 4.0 not 

implemented 

9 

Discussion 

The company was able to realize its first 

three self-set targets within the given time 

period of four years. However, the fourth 

target had to be re-defined during the stage 

of detailed planning. Instead of RFID 

sensors for full traceability of parts and 

boxes in the manufacturing, the company 

decided to use barcode labels. Due to the 

required financial resources and due to the 

manageable size of the company, the 

management decided to re-evaluate the 

priority of RFID tags. The upcoming 

activities, activity 5 and activity 6, were not 

conducted in the pre-set time frame. 

Moreover, the company decided to put 

these activities on hold as the requirement 

of additional skills and resources, due to 

the uncertainty, was a risk the 

management did not want to take. Also, in 

the nearer future, it may not be anticipated 

that these activities would be conducted. 

The reason given by the company 

management was the lack of experience of 

the company and the moderate level of 

pressure from customers to introduce the 

EDIs. Hence, the company considered the 

implementation phase of industry 4.0 as 

finished.  

 

The company conducted the first steps 

with financial support from the European 

funds. However, once the company reached 

the activities related to technologies with 

the industry 4.0 concept, the company 

management decided to end the project 

skipping these activities. This is due to the 

resource-intensive implementation, 

requiring technology, finances, and human 

resources and skills likewise. Therefore, 

the project of industry 4.0-implementation 

ended half-way through. The company 

management thought the next activities to 

be above the current level of the company. 

As shown by the evaluation of the ending 

questionnaire, the company 

underestimated the challenges of the 

implementation of new technologies. Being 

used to work at manual workplaces, the 

company already faced additional costs in 

the robot welding station realization 

because the required training exceeded the 

planned time frame. This was also shown 

in the second phase where the APS 

implementation faced a delay of more than 

one year. Even the small size of the 

company was not able to facilitate the 

customization of the APS system and the 

linking with the company's tailor-made 

ERP system. 

Together with the insufficiently-planned 

training and set-up requirements, the 

company also overestimated its internal 

skills. This was one of the findings from the 

final survey. While the core industry 4.0-

stages were not realized, this SME did 

struggle with the basic technologies, being 

able to implement them at the end. The re-

evaluation of the situation led to the 

understanding that the own skills and the 

own expertise and knowledge were not 

sufficient to go for a further 

implementation. As a result, the company’s 

robot welding cell is to a high percentage 

idle. While advanced technologies may 
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bring higher productivity, the SME is not 

able to benefit from it.  

The given company was just in the 

transition from being small to medium-

sized one. Compared to LEs, SMEs, though 

belonging to supply chains of the 

automotive industry, disposed of 

insufficient skills and a far different 

structure. Despite a lower complexity, the 

SME was not able to implement its targets. 

Considering industry-4.0 implementation 

as a strategic project, the company decided 

to cancel part of the project, due to low 

pressure from its customers. While the 

SME assumed to be able to provide further 

services for its customers, these customers 

seemed not to require those services 

currently. The strategic project did not 

even target the customer, but seemed to be 

driven by the awaited potentials. 

This case study only presented one 

company that tried to build its own way 

and interpretation of industry 4.0. Taking 

into account the understanding from 

publications all around the world, the 

understanding of industry 4.0 is much 

wider than what this company defined. The 

trend towards cyber-physical systems 

duplicates the real flows of materials and 

goods with an information flow. The flow of 

material and information, in parallel, 

allows for fast reactions, full information, 

and full traceability. The company in the 

case study did not go that far, stopping 

before reaching industry 4.0. Further 

studies have to clarify whether this is a 

structural issue of SMEs or it is an issue of a 

few companies.   

Also, the perception of the employees in 

the company made clear that that the 

company underestimated the challenges of 

industry 4.0 and its smart principles. 

Moreover, they claimed that the company 

did not implement the core of industry 4.0, 

corresponding with the findings of this 

research. Additionally, 80% of the 

employees in production found that the 

time frame was not real and additional 

requirements were forgotten. The missing 

knowledge as well as the overestimation of 

the internal skills led to ending  the project 

after activity 4. Employees of the company 

also identified the issue regarding the 

company culture and the company 

structure, as well as the lack of skills, and 

therefore, the failure of this project was 

identified as coming from within the 

company. 

Conclusion 

Studies showed that SMEs are known to be 

weak players in supply chains (Vaaland 

and Heide, 2007). Unlike start-ups, SMEs 

have to work in an already established 

framework filling the place they acquired 

in their history. As such, these companies 

have a different understanding of 

investment and its returns. The pressure 

on financial resources and the given time 

frame of visionary projects differ in 

established SMEs. The Tesla story shows 

that a start-up and its investors are able to 

cover losses over a longer period of time. 

For SMEs, it is doubtful that such projects 

would be realized. SMEs already achieved 

knowledge and expertise in a specific field. 

 

In order to suite the requirements of 

supply chains, this SME would not be able 

to provide the services linked to industry 

4.0. The understanding of what belongs to 

industry 4.0 principles differs widely. The 

level of implementation of this case study 

remained low, as the company did not even 

succeed in implementing what was seen as 

state of the art at that time. While the 

company aborted the application of further 

integrated services, such as IoT, not 

succeeding in its path to implement 

industry 4.0, the company did not identify 

all potential features and issues. Topics, 

such as IT and data security, were not 

targeted.  

As a further outlook, it must be said that 

already established SMEs may have 

difficulties in transition towards industry 

4.0. While this was only one case study 

from the Czech Republic, it showed the 

misunderstanding of industry 4.0, 

technology-wise and culture-wise. This 

may also explain why the management 

aborted the further ongoing of the project, 

trying to reduce costs. Customer-focus had 
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never been a criterion for the project. 

Assuming that cyber-physical networks 

facilitate the integration within the 

company and also in supply chains, the 

benefits of coexistence lie in the faster data 

transmission and the higher volume of data 

that may be processed. Not making use of 

this data, as in the given case, is 

contradictory to the full traceability of 

production.  

Future research needs to target the 

question, whether this case was a unique 

case of overestimating the company’s own 

strengths, or it is a fundamental issue of 

SMEs to transit towards industry 4.0. While 

SMEs are known to be the weakest 

members of supply chains, new topics that 

require additional financial and 

technological resources represent 

obstacles for them. IT security was 

identified as an issue of new IoT 

technologies inhibiting a high portion of 

risks (Keenan and Alice, 2017; Khan and 

Estay, 2015) or the whole supply chain. 

The exchange of data should be exclusively 

available for partners in the supply chain, 

while outsiders should not have any access.  

While these requirements are a vital part of 

industry 4.0 and smart companies, today's 

SMEs may struggle to provide basic 

services. For supply chains and their 

security, the authors suggested  that it may 

be suitable to provide a supply chain 

governor responsible for the compliance of 

all supply chain risks. In case of a 

systematic failure of SMEs’ company 

culture in further cases, management 

members have to think about new ways on 

how to make SMEs mentally ready for the 

transition to industry 4.0. Being vital to 

stay on the market in the future, 

governments promoting industry 4.0 have 

to also think about a way to facilitate and 

support these companies. In order to 

prevent SMEs from what was shown in this 

case study, governments should have an 

interest in a successful transition.  
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